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A New Digital Forensics Era

Multimedia Interface Control Unit

It’s not just mobile forensics anymore. 
There are much more data sources than we used 
to know. 
Embedded systems do not always have the 
interface connectors. Working with the memory 
chip directly gives a full access to memory and 
data.  



Vehicle forensics – Infotainment systems

Every modern car has at least one data source, sometimes two or more. The phone normally connects 
through Bluetooth and lots of data gets synchronized: phone ID data, contact book,  call logs, sms, etc.

If the system supports GPS, then such data as last destination, trips, fuel data, etc are stored in the 
computer. Car event logs also help to establish the facts of activity. 
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Mercedes AMG C43 - Multimedia Interface Control Unit



Inside Multimedia Interface Control Unit – PCB and memory

The unit was disassembled and the BGA63 NAND memory chip was extracted using chip-off technique. 
The memory chip then was plugged into special BGA63 adapter of Visual NAND Reconstructor.



NAND memory in the VNR Reader

Most of flash memory chips can be read in VNR reader through easy-to-use adapter 



NAND memory dump reading and processing



YAFFS2 file system parser – besides user’s data, 
the car’s events are also stored for a long time



Data extracted from the file system

The memory chip holds a vast 
amount of the navigation data, 
such as Last destinations with 

timestamps



BMW 3 F30 Infotainment system

https://www.carbodydesign.com/gallery/2011/10/the-new-bmw-3-series/24/



Internal boards extracted from the Infotainment system

Main board
Graphics accelerator 
edge card



The eMMC memory chipBGA169/153 
on the Main board

Classic eMMC memory 
can be read using one of 
adapters for Visual NAND 
Reconstructor



The memory is recognized in eMMC adapter and can be imaged

The volume partitioning scheme 
consists of multiple EXT volumes and 
can be parsed in VNR with full structure



Plenty of files extracted from file system of eMMC

Device list of connected phones with their BT mac addresses



Call log history of connected phones with timestamps



Last destinations log



Phonebook – phone numbers and attributes

The phonebook of Bluetooth connected 
phone is recovered with full structure of 
SQLite tables. The memory chip may have 
vast array of data even from very old 
events of connected devices, since erase 
operation on the memory is almost a 
taboo, due to limited lifespan of the 
NAND. 



Phonebook - Names

The names are stored in 
separate table but can 
be easily combined with 
numbers.

This kind of evidence is priceless when attempting to establish the forensic facts.



Multimedia Interface Control Unit
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Citroen C3 Aircross



We got the physical images from the chips extracted  by our user.
It was Continental NAC_EUR_WAVE2 computer.
Single 1GB Micron 29F8G08ABACA TSOP48 chip. Dumps from the 
eMMC were not extracted by the examiner
 



The memory dump through the bitmap

The bitmap helps to analyze 
and separate spare area of 
memory from the actual 
user’s data area. 



Emulation of controller’s conversion workflow

Every case is different,  dump conversion steps depend on parameters 
of microcontroller that was used to manage the flash memory.  



UBIFS file system was used to manage the data in flash memory



The most important data in this case was related to GPS navigation and 
routes of the car owner.

Dozens of records with last 
historical destinations were pulled 
out of the device.



Xiaomi smart home gateway/hub V2 DGNWG05LM

The device is used as a Wi-Fi, ZigBee and Bluetooth hub for the smart home sensors 
and automations (e.g. motion sensor, door lock sensor, water sensor, cameras, etc)



Analog PCB both sides

The hub consists of two PCBs connected together. Analog PCB has nothing interesting 
since it’s only power-related. Its functions are to convert AC from the wall socket to 
the digital board, power management, pwm led controller, leds, etc)



Digital PCB top side (ZigBee, Wi-FI modules)



Digital PCB bottom side (MCU, NAND, RAM)

TSOP48 NAND



The NAND memory was read via VNR reader

Controller’s data-to-memory channel 
reconstruction for further data extraction



UBIFS file system volume (device was possibly reset, since many lost iNodes)



Quick Hex analysis reveals the WiFi SSID and password in plain text



Router CALIX 844E-1

https://telecomcauliffe.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/TELECOMCAULIFFE_PICS-TELECOM_For-Sale-Calix-813G-1-GigaCenters-100-04800_05.21.png



Admin panel

In this case forensic expert had no login credentials for the seized device



Electronic board and memory chip (TSOP48)

The device was disassembled to get access to the data in the memory chip



NAND memory reading

The physical image of the memory was 
extracted using VNR



UBIFS was detected (a very popular file system in embedded devices)



The file system reconstruction

A very interesting files with DHCP lease log and config were found. 
It can give an idea when the specific device was last seen in the network.



DHCP leases log

Lease time, sec

MAC Addresses
Device name 

One record

Leased IP Addresses



IP address rent-time is 24 hours, so all devices mentioned in the UDHCPD.leases file were 
connected to the network within 24 hours, starting from file creation date

Lease time – 24 Hours

04/08/2021 06:47
File creation date



Some additional event data can be extracted from the System and CPU logs. 



Wearables are everywhere. A first look into Huawei GT2 smartwatch



Sensor set

GPS
Bluetooth
Accelerometer sensor
Gyroscope sensor
Geomagnetic sensor
Optical heart rate sensor
Ambient light sensor
Air pressure sensor



The eMMC memory chip with 4GB of space!



The eMMC chip is smaller that smallest one we have adapter for

The memory had to be precisely adjusted 
inside the adapter for the image 
extraction, since only size differs but not 
pinout



The file system structure – multiple FAT32 volumes

Quick analysis shows lots of logs of smartwatch boot and usage



Data storage folder was identified

Further analysis is required to pull out the readable data 



Historical data access can be gained via direct NAND reading

It’s almost IMPOSSIBLE to wipe out the data from eMMC chips, 
most of devices keep erased data for an indefinite time. 
Connection to technological NAND pads of eMMC memory is 
required to recover all the artefacts of the user’s data. The 
eMMC-NAND Reconstructor is the tool for handling such tasks. 

More information about technology can be found on 
https://rusolut.com/emmc-nand-reconstructor/

also in scientific paper published in IEEE
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/9777707

https://rusolut.com/emmc-nand-reconstructor/
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/9777707
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